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Abstract

The immensity of the corpus and diversity of genres of Classical New Persian in Judeo-Persian garb is
remarkable, comprising a wide-ranging multitude of genres from translations of the Tanakh and rabbinic
works to chronicles, lexicographies, religious poetry, translations of medieval Hebrew poems, and a large
corpus of non-Jewish Classical Persian literature transcribed in Hebrew script. Yet, Judeo-Persian literary
corpora remain incompletely catalogued as well as unsatisfactorily studied. While detailed studies of the
genres of Judeo-Persian literature-in-transcription, as well as comparisons with literature in the common
Perso-Arabic script, are still desiderata, this article aims to undertake a preliminary survey of the extant
Judeo-Persian versions of the Dıv̄an̄ of Šams od-Dın̄ Moh ̣ammad Ḥaf̄eẓ of Shiraz (d. /) and
address some contextual aspects of its popularity among Iranian Jewry.
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The immensity of the corpus and diversity of genres of Classical New Persian in Judeo-
Persian garb is remarkable. Persian-speaking Jews have contributed extensively to Persianate
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literary production, both religious Jewish literatures, comprising a wide-ranging diversity of
genres from translations of the Tanakh and rabbinic works to chronicles, lexicographies, reli-
gious poetry including translations of medieval Hebrew poems, as well as the large corpus of
non-Jewish Classical Persian literature transcribed in Hebrew script. Jews started to write
New Persian from its early periods. In fact, the earliest attestations of Early Judeo-Persian
(th to th century) are at the same time the oldest known literary monuments of New
Persian.2 The literary contribution of Persian-speaking Jews to Persian literature thus
began already with the advent of New Persian literature in general. Nevertheless, the
belles lettres genre of the non-Jewish Judeo-Persian Garšūni literary tradition is attested a
bit later, specifically from the period of Classical Judeo-Persian (th to th centuries)
continuing up to the beginning of the period of Modern Judeo-Persian (th to st cen-
turies). Classical Persian poetry was a particularly fascinating and intriguing genre for
Jewish audiences, which is evident in the extant Judeo-Persian manuscripts. Neither
the special contents of these literary corpora are satisfactory exploited, nor are the collec-
tions entirely catalogued.3 Detailed studies of this literature-in-transcription, as well as a
comparison with literature in the common Perso-Arabic script are still a desideratum.4

This article aims to undertake a preliminary survey of the extant Judeo-Persian versions
of the Dıv̄an̄ (‘Collected Poems’) of the celebrated Persian lyric poet Šams od-Dın̄
Moḥammad Ḥaf̄ez ̣ of Shiraz (ca. /–/) and address some contextual
aspects of its popularity among Iranian Jewry.

The Judeo-Persian Garšūni Literary Tradition

Jewish communities all over the world used to write a variety of languages other than Clas-
sical Hebrew in Hebrew script. This allographic tradition, which by no means is restricted to
the Jewish communities, is known as ‘Garšūnography’, denoting the writing of one lan-
guage in the script of another.5 The diaspora Jewish communities of the ancient and pre-
Modern eras, more specifically the educated members thereof, were mostly bilingual and
broadly well-appointed to manage the multilingual and multicultural contexts in which
the communities lived. These languages are conventionally named by means of the prefix
‘Judeo-’, for example the well-known Judeo-German (i.e. Yiddish) or Judeo-Spanish

2Cf. fn. .
3There are about  catalogued Judeo-Persian manuscripts in international libraries and collections. There

exists no information regarding private collections worldwide, especially those in Iran, the US, and Israel. Two
comprehensive catalogues of the two main collections of the Judeo-Persian manuscripts are so far available; cf.
Amnon Netzer, יבצ-ןבןוכמבסרפידוהילשדיהיבתכרצוא [Manuscripts of the Jews of Persia in the Ben-Zvi Institute] (Jeru-
salem, ); Vera B. Moreen, (ed.), Catalogue of Judeo-Persian manuscripts in the Library of the Jewish Theological Sem-
inary of America (Leiden, ), especially pp. –.

4There have been a few ‘experimental’ though largely ignored approaches to such comparison, cf. Jes Peter
Asmussen, ‘Classical New Persian Literature In Jewish-Persian Versions’, Studies in Bibliography and Booklore  (),
pp. –.

5On garšun̄ı,̄ a term primarily applied to the practice of using Syriac script for other languages, prominently for
Arabic texts, it usages, scopes and terminology cf. George Kiraz, ‘Garshunography: Terminology and Some Formal
Properties of Writing One Language in the Script of Another’, in Scripts Beyond Borders: A Survey of Allographic Tra-
ditions in the Euro-Mediterranean World, (ed.) Johannes den Heijer, Andrea B. Schmidt, and Tamara Pataridze (Lou-
vain, ), pp. –.
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(i.e. Ladino),6 Judeo-Arabic,7 Judeo-Hindi/Urdu,8 Judeo-Georgian, Judeo-Persian,9 and so
forth. These ‘Jewish varieties of languages’10 profuse with aramaisms and hebraisms, namely a
syncretism of Judeo-Aramaic and Hebrew with the languages of the local non-Jewish popu-
lation. The shared common feature of writing a local language in Hebrew script was defin-
itely a favoured and widespread way of both internal communication and manuscript
production. The prominent role of the Hebrew Bible and the rest of the sacred tradition
transmitted in Hebrew script, not only for Jewish worship but furthermore as a religious
identification marker, bestowed a special place to the utilization of the Hebrew script beyond
religious contexts. Hebrew was maintained almost exclusively for liturgical purposes while
the active usage of a natural spoken Hebrew gradually faded among most diaspora Jewish
communities around the world, including Iranian Jewish communities, until its revitalisation
as everyday language in the late th and early th centuries. Like other diaspora commu-
nities, Iranian Jews continued to learn and study biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew11 for reli-
gious purposes,12 but wrote numerous varieties of Persian and other local languages and
dialects in Hebrew script.13 It was only beginning in the early th century, when Iranian

6For a bibliography regarding Yiddish and Ladino cf. Johannes den Heijer, Andrea B. Schmidt, and Tamara
Pataridze, (eds.), Scripts Beyond Borders: A Survey of Allographic Traditions in the Euro-Mediterranean World (Louvain,
), pp. xv–xvi.

7Norman A. Stillman, ‘Judeo-Arabic: History and Linguistic Description’, in Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic
World, vol. , pp. –; Yosef Tobi, ‘Judeo-Arabic Literature’, in Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World, vol. ,
pp. –; Geoffrey Khan, Judaeo-Arabic and Judaeo-Persian, (ed.) Martin Goodman (Oxford, ), pp. –.

8E.g. the unique Judaeo-Urdu manuscript (Or.), a copy of the well-known Urdu theatrical work, the
Indar Sabha (Urdu: اهبسردِنا ) composed by Aġa ̄ Hasan, known as Aman̄at “ תנאמא ” (« تناما«نسهاغآ –), a
Urdu poet at the court of Muḥammad Vaj̄id ʿAlı ̄ Shah̄ of Avadh (Oudh) (–, r. –), dated to
 and copied perhaps by a member of the Indian Baghdadi Jewish community, now kept in British Library
and available online; cf. Nur Sobers-Khan, ‘A Unique Judaeo-Urdu Manuscript, Or.’, The British Library,
Asian and African Studies Blog (blog),  July , http://blogs.bl.uk/asian-and-african///a-unique-
judaeo-urdu-manuscript-or-.html. Furthermore Aaron D. Rubin, A Unique Hebrew Glossary from India: An
Analysis of Judeo-Urdu (Piscataway, ).

9Above all see Shaul Shaked, ‘Epigraphica Judaeo-Iranica’, in Studies in Judaism and Islam, Presented to Shelomo
Dov Goitein on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday, (ed.) Shelomo Morag, Issachar Ben-Ami, and Norman
A. Stillman (Jerusalem, ), pp. –; and most recently Vera B. Moreen, ‘Judeo-Persian Literature’, in Persian
Literature from Outside Iran: The Indian Subcontinent, Anatolia, Central Asia, and in Judeo-Persian, (ed.) John Perry, His-
tory of Persian Literature, IX (London, ), pp. –.

10For ‘Jewish Languages’, its definition and varieties see Borjian, ‘Judeo-Iranian Languages’.
11Persian Jews were mostly fascinated by aggadic and halakhic Midrašim, which had a prominent place both in

Biblical tafsır̄s, prayers, drašot (“sermons”), and prose stories, as well as in the verse and poetry of the great Judeo-
Persian poets, such as Šah̄ın̄, ʿEmran̄ı,̄ Binyamın̄ ben Miša ̄ʾ el (Amina)̄, and others; cf. Amnon Netzer, ‘Judeo-Persian
Communities ix. Judeo-Persian Literature’, in Encyclopædia Iranica, (ed.) Ehsan Yarshater, vol. XV (New York,
), pp. –.

12On the acquaintance of Iranian Jews with the rabbinical and Talmudic writings cf. Daniel Tsadik, ‘Jews of
Iran and Rabbinical Literature: Preliminary Notes’, AJS Perspectives (Fall ), pp. –.

13The Garšūni practice is also evidence for other Iranian languages: Christian Sogdian (Chiara Barbati, ‘The
Emmergence of the Allographic Phenomenon within the Christian Sogdian Tradition’, in Scripts Beyond Borders: A
Survey of Allographic Traditions in the Euro-Mediterranean World, (ed). Johannes den Heijer, Andrea B. Schmidt, and
Tamara Pataridze (Louvain, ), pp. –), Kurdish (Philip G. Kreyenbroek, ‘The Lawij of Mor Basilios Shi-
mʿun: A Kurdish Christian Text in Syriac Script’, Journal of Kurdish Studies  (), pp. –; Mustafa Dehqan and
Alessandro Mengozzi, ‘A Kurdish Garshuni Poem by David of Barazne (th Century)’, Journal of Syriac Studies /
(), pp. –), New Persian in Manichaean script, (Werner Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen zum Syrisch-
Neupersischen Psalmenbruchstück aus Chinesisch-Turkistan’, in Mémorial Jean de Menasce, (ed.) Ph. Gignoux and
A. Tafazzoli (Louvain, ), pp. –; id., ‘Ein manichäischer Bekenntnistext in neupersischer Sprache’, in
Études irano-aryennes offertes à Gilbert Lazard, (ed.) Charles-Henri de Fouchécour and Philippe Gignoux (Paris,
), pp. –; id., ‘Ein manichäischer Lehrtext in neupersischer Sprache’, in Persian Origins: Early Judaeo-
Persian and the Emergence of New Persian, (ed.) Ludwig Paul (Wiesbaden, ), pp. –.
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Jews were becoming fully integrated into an Iranian middle class, that the use of Judeo-
Persian has been gradually marginalized, above all under the homogenising pressure of mod-
ern school programmes using only the conventional Perso-Arabic script.14

A typological survey of Judeo-Persian Garšūnography: Hebrew as the
Target Script

As Jewish presence in Iranian lands dates back to the eighth century BCE, evidence of lan-
guage contact between Iranian Jews and the members of other diaspora communities is
not surprising. The Hebrew scroll of Esther, as well as other Aramaic fragments found in
Qumran (e.g. QTales of the Persian Court, the so-called proto-Esther), indicate that a con-
siderable amount of Persian already existed in the language of Iranian Jews as early as the
Achaemenid period (– BCE).15 Utilization of Aramaic scripts for Iranian languages
is attested from the th century BCE, when Imperial Aramaic gained the status of chancery
language of the Achaemenid Empire. As a result, the Aramaic alphabet was adopted in
many regions for writing local languages. Material evidence however is only attested from
the Parthian period (ca.  BCE –  CE) onwards.16 The allographic usage of Hebrew
script for Persian, and to be more accurate for Judeo-Persian, is attested in the early periods
of emergence of Early New Persian in the early Islamic periods.17 It is a remarkable coin-
cidence that the oldest written evidence of New Persian language is at the same time the
earliest evidence of Judeo-Persian, in manuscripts and inscriptions containing texts of differ-
ent genres, as well as memorial and tomb inscriptions, legal documents, biblical translations
and commentaries, private and commercial letters, commercial notes, poetry, and historio-
graphies from the eighth century onwards.18 These texts originate from numerous Jewish
centres in the Persianate world, from present day Iran and Afghanistan, to Central Asia
and the Caucasus, and beyond up to Egypt, India, and China.19

The major bodies of Judeo-Persian corpora from the medieval up to the pre-modern per-
iods can chronologically divided into three phases. The first period is between th and th

14Borjian, ‘Judeo-Iranian Languages’, p. .
15Cf. Shaul Shaked, ‘Qumran: Some Iranian Connections’, in Solving Riddles and Untying Knots. Biblical, Epi-

graphic, and Semitic Studies in Honour of Jonas C. Greenfield, (ed.) Ziony Zevit, Seymour Gitn, and Michael Sokoloff
(Winona Lake, ), pp. –.

16All Iranian languages are written in various scripts directly or indirectly derived from Aramaic script, the only
exceptions being Old Persian written in the Old Persian cuneiform script; for a good overview cf. Prods O. Skjærvø,
‘Aramaic Scripts for Iranian Languages’, in The World’s Writing Systems, (ed.) Peter T. Daniels and William Bright
(New York, ), pp. –.

17The Early Judeo-Persian texts are from three general categories: inscriptions, legal documents and letters as
well as tafsır̄s and halakhahs. Among the earliest attestations are the three short rock inscriptions of Tang-e Azaō (TA/
Ta), of today Afghanistan, dated  AG / - CE), the two so-called Dandan̄ Uiliq letters (DU -) of Khotan,
dated to th and th centuries, and the Ahwaz Law Report (L/Lr) of Khuzestan̄ dated / CE as well as the
two tafsır̄s to Ezekiel (T/Ez  and T/Ez ), dated ca. th century. For an overview and a complete list of published
Early Judeo-Persian texts cf. Habib Borjian, ‘Judeo-Iranian Languages’, in Handbook of Jewish Languages, (ed.) Lily
Kahn and Aaron D. Rubin, Brill’s Handbooks in Linguistics  (Leiden, ), –; Thamar E. Gindin,
‘Judeo-Persian Literature. . Early Period’, in Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World, (ed.) Norman A. Stillman
and Phillip Isaac Ackerman-Lieberman, vol. ,  vols (Leiden, ).

18For an overview of the genres and major works cf. Netzer, op. cit.
19The extant Hebrew writings of the Kaīfēng Jewish community (modern Henan in China), most likely of

Iranian origins, encompasses Judeo-Persian loanwords, passages, and translations, see Fook-Kong Wong and
Dalia Yasharpour, The Haggadah of the Kaifeng Jews of China (Leiden, ).
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centuries, during which Khuzestas̄n, Far̄s, and specifically Bukhara flourished as centres of
Jewish theological studies, especially of the Tanakh. The end of this period coincided
with the blossoming of Judeo-Persian poetry in Shiraz and central Iran, which lasted from
the th to the th century. Subsequently Bukhara again became the flourishing core of
Judeo-Persian literature around the th century, following the migration of many Jews
from the borderline the Ṣafavıd̄s and Šaiban̄ıd̄ borders, until the th century.20

The Turco-Mongol invasion of Iran and the domination of Il̄khan̄ıd̄ Mongols over the
Middle East during the th and th centuries CE, dramatically changed the situation of
many Iranian religious minorities.21 For example, the invasions meant an end for the exist-
ence of many Zoroastrian communities, especially in North and North-Western Iran.22

Despite the early religious tolerance and the alleviation of sanctions towards the Iranian Nes-
torian Christians, already all voices and traces of Iranian Christians terminate soon after the
conversion of the seventh Il̄khan̄, Ġaz̄an̄ Khan̄ (– CE) to Islam in , and the
majority of the dioceses in Iran vanished after the th century. The Mongol Il̄khan̄s
re-introduced a heavy head tax for the Jews, Christians and Zoroastrians after their accession
to power, which economically destroyed the surviving minority communities,23 besides
inducing the destruction of Jewish, Christian, Buddhist and Zoroastrian temples throughout
the empire.24 Jews and Christians continued to be treated ḏimmıs̄ “protected people”. But in
contrast to Zoroastrians, who followed a policy of self-isolation and marginalisation to
remain as inauspicious as possible, Iranian Jews did not disappear from the administration
of the Mongol state and continued to be present at the Il̄khan̄s’ courts and regularly took
part in the intellectual, cultural, social, and political life of the Muslim majority.25

The difficult financial and social conditions in the th century did not prevent the Jews
from maintaining literary production. The corpus of Judeo-Persian literature from the period
after the Mongol conquest of Iran is impressive, though barely studied. This is the time that

20Borjian, ‘Judeo-Iranian Languages’, p. .
21For an overview of the statuses of religions under the Mongols see Alessandro Bausani, ‘Religions under

Mongols’, in Cambridge History of Iran. Vol. : The Saljuq and Mongol Periods, (ed.) John Andrew Boyle (Cambridge,
), pp. –; Bertold Spuler, Die Mongolen in Iran: Politik, Verwaltung und Kultur der Ilchanzeit – (Lei-
den, ), pp. –; Šır̄ın̄ Bayan̄ı,̄ Dın̄-odolat dar -iran̄-e ahd-e mogȯl [Religion and State in the Mongol Iran],  vols.
(Tehran,  []– []); Judith Pfeiffer, ‘Confessional Ambiguity vs. Confessional Polarization: Politics
and the Negotiation of Religious Boundaries in the Ilkhanate’, in Politics, Patronage and the Transmission of Knowledge
in th-th Century Tabriz, (ed.) Judith Pfeiffer (Brill, ), pp. –.

22For the Zoroastrians under the Mongol and Il̄khan̄s cf. Shervin Farridnejad, ‘Death and Destruction: Zor-
oastrians during Turco-Mongol Invasions and in the Aftermath’, in Central Asiatic Journal  ( forthcoming).

23For a general overview of the economic situation of Iran under the Mongols cf. Iljya Pavlovich Petrushevsky,
‘The Socio-Economic Condition of Iran under the Il̄-K̲h̲an̄s’, in Cambridge History of Iran. Vol. : The Saljuq and
Mongol Periods, (ed.) John Andrew Boyle (Cambridge, ), pp. –.

24Ġaz̄an̄’s hostile attitude against the non-Muslim religious communities is evident from the contemporary
sources, among others Rašıd̄ al-Dın̄’s Ǧam̄iʿ at-tavar̄ıḫ̄ give an eye-witnessed account; cf. Rašıd̄ al-Dın̄ Fazḷollah̄
Hamedan̄ı,̄ Ǧam̄iʿ At-Tawar̄ıḫ̄ [Compendium of Chronicles], (eds.) Moḥammad Rošan and Mostạfa ̄ Mūsavı ̄ (Teh-
ran,  []). For translation see Wheeler M. Thackston, Rashıd̄ Uddin Fazlullah’s Jamiʿu’t-Tawarikh: A History of
the Mongols (Cambridge, –), pp. –, Bausani, ‘Religions under the Mongols’, p. .

25Aptin Khanbaghi, The Fire, the Star and the Cross: Minority Religions in Medieval and Early Modern Iran (London,
), p. ; Michael Stausberg, ‘From Power to Powerlessness: Zoroastrianism in Iranian History’, in Religious
Minorities in the Middle East: Domination, Self-Empowerment, Accommodation, (ed.) Anne Sofie Roald and Anh Nga
Longva, (Leiden, ), pp. –. The participation of a good number of prominent Jews and Christians in lead-
ing and powerful positions within the Mongol’s administration is known, among others Rašıd̄ al-Dın̄ Fazl̇ollah̄
Hamedan̄ı ̄ (–), the prominent official and historian, who was a converted Jew and vizier to Maḥmūd
Ġaz̄an̄ and his successor Öljeitü.
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Classical Persian Poetry occupies an important place within Judeo-Persian literary produc-
tion. The epic-style poetry especially flourished among the Jews and a number of famous
Judeo-Persian poets, such as Šah̄ın̄ (th century), ʿImran̄ı ̄ (–after ), Bab̄aī
b. Lutf̣, Bab̄aī b. Farhad̄, and Binyamın̄ ben Miša ̄ʾ el (Amina)̄ translated and versified largely
Hebrew Tanakh and Midrašım̄, as well as numerous philosophical and theological treatises
and books. Just to mention one, the famous Pentateuch versification of Maulan̄a ̄ Šah̄ın̄-e
Šır̄az̄ı,̄ known as tafsır̄-e šah̄ın̄ ʿal ha-tur̄a ̄ is one of the earliest masterpieces of this genre.

Classical New Persian Literature in Jewish-Persian Versions

The corpus of Judeo-Persian literature composed in the aftermath of the Mongol invasions of
Iran in the th century is conventionally called ‘Classical Judeo-Persian’, which is in line with
mainstream Classical Persian Literature, albeit in Hebrew script. Similar to the leading role of
Classical Persian poetry in the medieval and pre-Modern Iranian literary tradition, the stature
and significance of poetical genres, both epic and lyric is omnipresent within Classical Judeo-
Persian literature. This is evident not only in the versified translations of the Tanakh, Mid-
rašım̄, and other religious works, but also in poetic historical narratives and most notably in
the Judeo-Persian rendering of non-Jewish classical Persian masterpieces. There are a consid-
erable number of Judeo-Persian manuscripts, mostly neither studied nor edited, which com-
prise collections of Persian poetry that is not specifically ‘Jewish’. A quick overview on these
collections shows a wide variety of original compositions by Iranian Jews as well as partial and
complete Hebrew-script transcriptions of major works of Classical Persian poetry. These cor-
pora of individual classical Persian poems transposed by ‘transcriptions’ into Judeo-Persian
have almost never been studied. Vera B. Moreen has recently introduced a Judeo-Persian
manuscript of Ǧalal̄ ad-Dın̄ Rūmı’̄s Masṉavı-̄ye maʿnavı,̄ which remains a unicum pending
the systematic cataloguing of the large collection of Judeo-Persian manuscripts at the National
Library of Israel, Jerusalem.26 The corpora of Judeo-Persian transcriptions of mainstream Clas-
sical Persian poetry comprise a wide range of literary canonical works, mostly dated from the
th century onwards. Beside genuine Judeo-Persian mystical compositions, there are a mod-
erately large number of transcriptions of popular Persian mystical epic romances. Among
others, popular works are the narrative epic romance of Ḫosro-o Šır̄ın̄ by Nezạm̄a ̄ Ganǧavı ̄
(–) and Yus̄ef-o Zoleyḫa ̄ of the Ṣūfı ̄ poet Ǧam̄ı ̄ (–). Very popular were
also the Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Saʿdı’̄s Golestan̄ “Rose Garden”, the Dıv̄an̄ of Ṣa ̄ʾ eb of Tabriz (ca.
–), the Dıv̄an̄ of Šah̄ Neʿmatollah̄ Valı ̄ (d. ), founder of the Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄ Ṣūfı ̄
order), and poems ascribed to ʿAtṭạr̄.27 Moreover, the Judeo-Persian collections contain a
good number of poems composed by unknown or less celebrated poets of Jewish or non-
Jewish origin. There are also a number of poems ascribed to Ḥaf̄ez,̣ ʿAtṭạr̄, and other cele-
brated poets which do not appear in the standard editions of their collected works.28

26Vera B. Moreen, ‘Reflections on a Judaeo-Persian Manuscript of Rūmı’̄s Mathnavı’̄, in Irano-Judaica VII:
Studies Relating to Jewish Contacts with Persian Culture throughout the Ages, (ed.) Julia Rubanovich and Geoffrey Her-
man, vol.  (Jerusalem, ), pp. –.

27Jes Peter Asmussen, Studies in Judeo-Persian Literature (Leiden, ), pp. –.
28Asmussen, ‘Classical New Persian Literature In Jewish-Persian Versions’; Moreen, ‘Reflections on a Judaeo-

Persian Manuscript of Rūmı’̄s Mathnavı’̄, pp. –.
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This list reveals, besides the works which were of interest to the Jewish community as well as
those which seem to be missing, that for the mainly urban Jewish community, access to certain
major literary works of the non-Jewish Classical Persian poetry was part of their intellectual par-
ticipations to the daily Iranian Muslim life. This is also certified by various historical accounts
about the community. Jewish poets such as Šah̄ın̄, ʿImran̄ı,̄ Bab̄aī ben Lutf̣, and Bab̄aī ben
Farhad̄, but also many others, were clearly literary agents of the Classical Persian poetical tradition
and successfully tried their talent as Persian poets. So, it is actually not surprising that not only for
them, but also for a good number of the Iranian Jewry who were familiar with the classical lit-
erature and poetry, the classical Persian poems were an important part of their intellectual affairs.

Jewish Ṣūfıs̄ and the Mystic Classical Persian Poetry

Ṣūfism exerted a significant influence on Islamicate societies and most specifically from th

century onwards centres of Islamic mysticism (h ̮an̄qah̄) gained currency all over the Iranian
world. Variations of mystical views of the universe, life and truth became predominant
and influenced Iranian philosophies and worldviews, which resulted a sort of preponderance
of Ṣūfı ̄ expressions and terminology within Classical Persian literature. Already in the th

century, the famous philosopher and mystic Abraham (Abū ʾl-Muna ̄ Ibrah̄ım̄) ben Moses
ben Maymon (–), son of the great Jewish legal authority and philosopher Moses
Maimonides (–), tried, albeit unsuccessfully, to establish his own Jewish Ṣūfı ̄
tạrıq̄a. Works of other Spanish Jewish philosophers and mystics, such as the Baḥya (Abū
Isḥaq̄) ibn Paqūda’s (–) Judeo-Arabic Kitab̄ al-Hidaȳa ila ̄ Fara ̄ʾ id ̣ al-Qulub̄ “Guide
to the Duties of the Heart” (usually dated ) played a direct role in the construction
of Iranian Jewish mystical philosophy (see below).29 He was a great admirer of Islamic
Ṣūfism and introduced a series of innovations inspired by the Muslim tradition.30 As already
mentioned, at least one copy of the Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Šah̄ Neʿmatollah̄ Valı ̄ survives,
which suggests a remarkable grade of fascination for the Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄ order. The
Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄ Ṣūfı ̄ order (founded towards the end of the th century) enjoyed great popu-
larity among other Iranian Ṣūfı ̄ orders and beyond. There is not much evidence to link Iran-
ian Jewish Ṣūfıs̄ directly with the Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄order, beside this manuscript. However, there
is another hint which might support such connections even if indirectly, which I will discuss
below with manuscript HEB. °. Both the Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄as well as Sohravardıȳa (founded
by Šeyḫ Šahab̄oddın̄ Soharvardı,̄ d.) Ṣūfı ̄ orders were widespread in India as well and
show interesting connections to Iranian Jewish Ṣūfism. Nevertheless, even if the Iranian
Jewry never fully implemented Iranian Muslim Ṣūfism, however, certain aspects of Islamic
mysticism which were in accordance with Jewish mysticism, and particularly Islamic mystic
terminology, were quickly adopted in both intellectual and literary levels. Not to forget is
that the sporadic participation of Iranian Jews in Ṣūfıs̄m was also part of the cultural complex
of the acculturation of Iranian Jewry in the medieval and premodern periods.

29On Ibn Paqud̄a life and works cf. Joaquín Lomba, ‘Ibn Paqūda, Baḥya (Abū Isḥaq̄) Ben Joseph’, in Encyclo-
pedia of Jews in the Islamic World, (ed.) Norman A. Stillman and Phillip I. Ackerman-Lieberman, vol. ,  vols (Leiden,
).

30Shlomo Dov Goitein, ‘Abraham Maimonides and his Pietist Circle’, in Jewish Medieval and Renaissance Studies,
(ed.) Alexander Altmann (Cambridge, ), pp. –.
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Among others, a learned merchant Jew from Mashhad, Molla ̄ Yeḥezqel (Ḥizqıl̄/Ezekiel,
also known as Nam̄dar̄), who was also a teacher of Torah and Talmud, is known to have had
a Judeo-Persian copy of Ǧalal̄ ad-Dın̄ Rūmı’̄s Masṉavı,̄ from which he taught his favoured
students, alongside the regular Jewish religious literature.31 The account goes back to the
period eight years prior to the violent revolt and forced conversions of Mashhadı ̄ Jews in
, known as allah̄dad̄.32 This stands to reason that the popular attractiveness of theMasṉavı ̄
based on its numerous of Ṣūfı ̄ stories made it as a useful didactic reading. The popularity of
Ṣūfı ̄ poetry, literature, and concepts can be more elaborated when we trace Ṣūfı-̄Jewish rela-
tions back. Ṣūfı ̄motifs as a literary topoi is closely connected to the Classical Persian literature.
Ṣūfı ̄ terminology and concepts have affected the literary language insofar that a separation
between ‘genuine’ Ṣūfı ̄ and non-Ṣūfı ̄ thoughts seems to be almost impossible. These can
be easily traced in the vocabulary of the almost all known Judeo-Persian poets. But the
attraction of Ṣūfism within the Iranian Jewish elite learned community, goes beyond simple
literary topoi. The interaction between intellectual Iranian Jewry and Ṣufism has a deeper
intellectual background.33 Specially the Mashhad was already turned to a centre of
Jewish-Ṣūfi involvements since the Nad̄er Šah̄ partly resettled the Jewish community
from Qazvin and Gıl̄an̄ to Mashhad around .34 It is in this newly stabilised Jewish com-
munity that Yazdı ̄ Rabbi Siman̄-Ṭov Melammed ( or ), known by the pen name
Ṭuvya, a prolific author, poet, philosopher, mystic and spiritual leader of the Jewish community
in Mashhad flourished.35 He composed many treatises, both in Hebrew and Judeo-Persian,
among others azharot “exhortations” (), a multilingual treatise in Judeo-Persian, intermixed
with verses in both Hebrew and Judeo-Persian, as well as a commentary to Pirqé Abot. But his
majorwork, amixofboth Jewish and Ṣūfı ̄philosophyandmysticism, is his philosophical-religious
bookSefer Ḥayat̄ al-Ruh̄ ̣ “TheBookof theLifeof theSoul” (),36 a kindof commentaryon the
doctrine of Maimonides on the Jewish Diaspora and final salvation. Melammed conveys sincere
respect and devotion to Ṣūfism in he repetitive refrain of his targı̌ ̄ʿ band (strophic poem) in Ḥayat̄
al-Ruh̄ ̣ entitled ראדנידןאי’פוצ’ףצ’וראדיבתלפ"גבא’כז’ו״ / vasf̣-e sụf̄ıȳan̄-e dın̄dar̄-e vaz ha̮b̄-e gėflat
bıd̄ar̄ “Description of the Pious Ṣūfıs̄ roused from the sleep of neglect” (Ms. HEB. °, fol.

31Hassan M. Balyuzi, Eminent Baháʾís in the Time of Baháʾuʾlláh: With Some Historical Background (Oxford, ),
p. ; Moreen, ‘Reflections on a Judaeo-Persian Manuscript of Rūmı’̄s Mathnavı’̄, p.  n. .

32The incident of March ,  ( Nissan / Muḥarram ) is described by Joseph Wolff in his
travelogue in the year –; cf. Joseph Wolff, Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara, in the Years –, to Ascer-
tain the Fate of Colonel Stoddart and Captain Conolly (London, ), II, p. . On allah̄dad̄ and the converted Jews of
Mashhad cf. Raphael Patai, Jadıd̄ Al-Islam̄: The Jewish ‘New Muslims’ of Meshhed (Detroit, ), pp. –.

33Vera B. Moreen, ‘Mysticism/ Sufism (Iran)’, in Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World, vol. .
34The account of the rise to power of Ṭahmas̄pqoli Khan̄ (the future Nad̄er Šah̄) is attested in the second ver-

sified Judeo-Persian chronicle Kitab̄-i Sar-Guzasht-i Kas̄han̄ dar bab̄-i ʿIbrı ̄ va Goyimi-yi San̄ı ̄ (The Book of Events in
Kashan Concerning the Jews; Their Second Conversion), written by Bab̄a ̄ʾ ı ̄ ben Farhad̄, the grandson of Bab̄a ̄ʾ ıī ben
Lotf̣. For the text and translation cf. Vera B. Moreen, Iranian Jewry during the Afghan Invasion: The Kitab̄-i Sar
Guzasht-i Kas̄han̄ of Bab̄aı̄ ̄ b. Farhad̄ (Stuttgart, ).

35For his life and works cf. Amnon Netzer,Montaḫab-e ašʿar̄-e far̄sı ̄az as̄a̱r̄-e yahud̄ıȳan̄-e Ir̄an̄. gerdʾaw̄arı-̄o taḥqıq̄-o
tasḥ̣ıḥ̄ [An anthology of Persian poetry of the Jews of Iran] (Teheran, ), pp. –, ; David Yeroushalmi, ‘Mel-
ammed, Siman Ṭov’, in Encyclopedia of Jews in the Islamic World, vol. ; Vera B. Moreen, (ed.), In Queen Esther’s
Garden: An Anthology of Judeo-Persian Literature (New Haven, ), pp. –.

36First published already one century later; cf. Siman̄-Ṭov Melammed, Ḥayat̄ al-ruḥ̄ [The Life of the Soul] (Jeru-
salem, ). Only some sections have been translated, cf. Netzer, Montaḫab-e ašʿar̄-e far̄sı,̄ pp. –; Moreen, In
Queen Esther’s Garden, pp. –. See also Amnon Netzer, ‘ חורלאתאיחורפסוינאגפא-יסרפדמלמ:דמולמבוטןמיס [The
Iranian-Afghan Scholar Simon-Ṭov Melammed and His Book Ḥayat̄ al-ruḥ]’, Peʿamim  (), pp. –.
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r-v). This work of approximately , lines (prose and verse) was deeply inspired by the
aforementioned ibn Paqūda’sKitab̄ al-Hidaȳa ila ̄Fara ̄ʾ id ̣ al-Qulub̄ [Ḥovot ha-Levavot].Melammed’s
mystical enthusiasm admiration reads as follows (Fig. ):

“Goodly and radiant like roses ״לגבאשכלדהדנז
The Ṣūfıs̄ are, the Ṣūfıs̄, ״ןאי’פוצדנאןאי’פוצ
Whose carnal soul is dead, ״ץרחהדיסאתספנהדרמ
Doused their desires, the Ṣūfıs̄.”37 38∵ןאי’פוצדנאןאי’פוצ

Less than a century later, we encounter accounts of the secret Jewish Ṣūfıs̄ of Mashhad,
mentioned firstly by Joseph Wolff (–), a Jewish Christian missionary,39 who arrived
in Mashhad in first week of December  on his way to Bukhara.40 He obtained an audi-
ence with Prince Aḥmad ʿAlı ̄Mirza ̄ Rokn-ol-Molk (–), the governor of Khorasan
in the early th century, immediately after his arrival in Mashhad. Prince Aḥmad ʿAlı ̄Mirza ̄
was the third son of the ruling King Fatḥ-ʿAlı ̄ Šah̄ Qajar (–) and Maryam Khanūm
Banı ̄ Isra ̄ʾ ıl̄ (–), his thirty-ninth wife, who was of Jewish origin from Maz̄andaran̄
and bore five other children.41 Wolff was introduced by Aḥmad ʿAlı ̄Mirza ̄ to Molla ̄ Maš̄ıh̄
ʿAǧūn (perhaps a reduction of Masıh̄ Āqaǧ̄an̄),42 the chief of the local Jewish community,
who was known as Molla ̄ Mahdı ̄ by the Muslims and with the title Nasi ( איִׂשָנ “prince,
chief”) among the Jews. According to Wolff, the Jewish Ṣūfıs̄ had followed the Muslim
Molla ̄ Moḥammad ʿAlı ̄ Yshkapate/Ashkeputi (probably ʿEšqab̄ad̄ı)̄ as their moršed “(spirit-
ual) guide or teacher”.43 He gives some details regarding the manuscripts in the possession
of the Mashhadı ̄ Jews, among others copies of the Persian translation of the Pentateuch (tora)
and Psalms (sef̄er tehillım̄),44 a Judeo-Persian copy of the Yus̄ef-o Zoleyh ̮a ̄ by Molan̄a ̄ Šah̄ın̄, a
Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ a Hebrew translation of the Quran,45 as well as a copy of

37Moreen, In Queen Esther’s Garden, p. .
38After Ms. Heb. °, Fol. r, the transcription is mine.
39Wolff visited Mashhad twice, for the first time in  and then after returning from Bukhara . The details of

his journeys to Mashhad are recounted in his two travelogues of  and ; cf. Joseph Wolff, Researches and Mis-
sionary Labours among the Jews, Mohammedans, and Other Sects (Philadelphia, ); Wolff, Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara.

40Wolff, Researches and Missionary Labours among the Jews, p. .
41Maryam Khan̄ūm previously been married to Āġa ̄Moḥammad Khan̄ Qajar (r. –); cf. Soltạn̄ Aḥmad

Mır̄za ̄ ʿAzḋ-do-Dowleh, Tar̄ıḫ̄-e ʿazȯdı,̄ (ed.) ʿAbd-ol-Ḥoseyn Nava ̄ʾ ı ̄ (Tehran,  []), p. ; Soltạn̄ Aḥmad
Mır̄za ̄ ʿAzḋ-do-Dowleh, Tarikh-e ’Azodi: Life at the Court of the Early Qajar Shahs, (ed.) Manoutchehr M Eskandari-
Qajar (Washington, D.C., ), p. . For her other children cf. Dominic Parviz Brookshaw, ‘Maryam Khanom’,
in Encyclopædia Iranica, (ed.) Ehsan Yarshater (New York, ), https://iranicaonline.org/articles/maryam-khanom.
Two other Jewish wives of Fatḥ-ʿAlı ̄ Šah̄ Qajar were his th and th wives, both known as Khadıj̄eh Khan̄ūm
Banı ̄ Isra ̄ʾ ıl̄. The first one had two children, who did not survive infancy. The list of the spouses of Fatḥ-ʿAlı ̄ Šah̄
Qajar can be find in Tar̄ıḫ̄-e ʿAzȯdı ̄by Soltạn̄ Aḥmad Mır̄za ̄ ʿAzḋ-do-Dowleh, compiled from Nas̄seh ̮-ol-Tavar̄ıḫ̄ by
Sepehr.

42On Molla ̄Mahdı ̄ and his role as British agent during the first Afghan War cf. Myron M. Weinstein, ‘A Heb-
rew Qur’an̄ Manuscript’, Studies in Bibliography and Booklore /- (), p. , n. –. Furthermore, the Per-
sian name of the Hidden Twelfth Šıȳı ̄ Imam and promised redeemer “Mahdı”̄ for “Messiah” (Wolff: “Meshiakh”),
reveals the dominantly messianic expectations of the time among both Jews and Muslims. Not to forget is that
Seyyed ʿAlı ̄ Muḥammad Širaz̄ı ̄ Bab̄ (–) has revealed his religion in  and Mirza ̄ Ḥusain-ʿAlı ̄ Nurı ̄
Baha ̄ʾ Allah̄ (–) in , both declared themselves as the promised redeemers. Many Jews converted to
Bab̄ı ̄ and Bahaīsm between  and ; cf. Mehrdad Amanat, Jewish Identities in Iran: Resistance and Conversion
to Islam and the Baha’i Faith (London, ).

43Wolff, Researches and Missionary Labours among the Jews, p. .
44The Judeo-Persian translations were prepared under the supervision of the famous Isf̣ahan̄ı ̄Rabbi Bab̄a ̄ʾ ı ̄ ben

Nūrı ̄ʾ el at the behest of Nad̄er Šah̄ (–) and later transcribed into the Perso-Arabic script; cf. Walter
J. Fischel, ‘The Bible in Persian Translation’, Harvard Theological Review / (), pp. –.

45For this specific Hebrew Quran cf. Weinstein, ‘A Hebrew Qur’an̄ Manuscript’.
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Ferdōsı’̄s Šah̄nam̄e and a copy of Rūmı’̄s Masṉavı.̄46 It not specifically mentioned whether
the latter two are Judeo-Persian transcriptions of the Šah̄nam̄e and Masṉavı,̄ or manuscripts

Fig. . The strophic poem of Siman̄-Ṭov Melammed entitled ראדיבתלפ"גבא’כז’ו״ראדנידןאי’פוצ’ףצ’ו
/ vasf̣-e sụf̄ıȳan̄-e dın̄dar̄-e vaz h ̮ab̄-e gėflat bıd̄ar̄ “Description of the Pious Ṣūfıs̄ roused from the sleep of
neglect”, from Ḥayat̄ al-Ruh̄ ̣, MS. HEB. °, Fol. r. Courtesy of The National Library of Israel

46Wolff,Researches andMissionary Labours among the Jews, p. ; Wolff,Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara, pp. –, .
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in Perso-Arabic. Despite Wolff’s generally uncritical interest in manuscripts, I am inclined to
suggest that again here Judeo-Persian manuscripts are meant. Wolff mentions the Jewish
Ṣūfıs̄ of Mashhad and the importance of the poems of Ḥaf̄ez ̣ and Rūmı ̄ among them in
his both travelogues. In the report of his visit to Mashhad in  he mentions how the
Mashhadı ̄ chief Rabbi Molla ̄ Mahdı ̄ presented him with a mystical interpretation of
Ḥaf̄ez’̣s poetry:

The wine, Mullah Meshiakh [i.e. Molla ̄ Mahdı]̄ observed, of which Hafiz sang, is the mystical
wine of truth. Mullah Pinehas, Mullah Eliahu, Mullah Nissin, Abraham Moshe, and Meshiakh
Ajoon [i.e. the same above-mentioned Molla ̄ Mahdı]̄, belong to the Jewish Sooffees.47

And again, in the account of his second visit to Mashhad in  as follows:

On my second arrival I heard more fully the history of the massacre [i.e. allah̄dad̄] of the Jews. The
Jews for centuries had settled there from the cities Casween, Rasht, and Yazd. They were distin-
guished advantageously by their cleanliness, industry, and taste for Persian poetry. Many of them
had actually imbibed the system of the Persian Suffees. We heard them, instead of singing the
Hymns of Zion, reciting in plaintive strains the poetry of Hafiz and Ferdousi, and the writings
of Masnawee.48

Beside all these historical accounts, a quick look through the extant Judeo-Persian manu-
scripts clearly testifies the admiration of the Iranian Jews for Ṣūfı ̄ poetry. The affiliation of
not only the Jewish Ṣūfıs̄, but Iranian Jewry in general, with poems of Ḥafez ̣ is in this con-
text unsurprising.

Judeo-Persian Manuscripts of the Dıv̄an̄ of Haf̄ez ̣

There are a good number of Judeo-Persian transcriptions of Classical Persian poets, which do
not appear in their common standard editions. Even if most of the extant manuscripts seem
to be too young to be valuable for critical editions, the edition and analysis of these ‘ghosts’
together with the clearly ascribed poems have never been undertaken, it remains open if and
how the variations rendered in the transcription, might help to supplement the current edi-
tions of classical Persian poetry. The understudied Judeo-Persian Haf̄ez ̣ tradition does not
make an exception. Jes Peter Asmussen (–), one of the most prolific scholars of
Jewish Persian literature, devoted a brief chapter of six pages in his Studies in Judeo-Persian
Literature () to a short comparative analysis of four poems from the two Judeo-Persian
manuscripts Or.  (now at the British Library) and Add.  in Det koneglige Bibliotek,
Copenhagen.49 In the following section, I trace the footsteps of Haf̄ez ̣ poems within some
Judeo-Persian collections. This overview is by no means an exhaustive list and is just a first
step towards future studies.
There are many selections or single Judeo-Persian renderings of Ḥaf̄ez ̣ poems scattered

throughout Judeo-Persian mixed collections and miscellanea. Vera B. Moreen records five
manuscripts containing poems of Ḥaf̄ez ̣ out of  Judeo-Persian manuscripts of the Library

47Wolff, Researches and Missionary Labours among the Jews, p. .
48Wolff, Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara, II: p. .
49Asmussen, Studies in Judeo-Persian Literature, pp. –.
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of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, namely MS. .; MS. .; MS

.; MS. . and MS. ., dated variously from th to th centuries from Iran
and Central Asia (Bukhara):50

• MS.  (ENA II ),51 which is a Judeo-Persian rendition of gȧzals, mostly by Ḥaf̄ez ̣
and Ǧam̄ı,̄ dated to th or th century, Iran,  leaves. Paper (light beige); .×.
cm.52

• MS.  (Acc ), a collection of various Hebrew and Judeo-Persian poems, dated
th or th century (?)  leaves. Paper (mostly dark beige and some blue); very worn
and stained at the deckle; .×. cm. In fol. r–v, it contians a Judeo -Persian
transcription of a poem by Ḥaf̄ez,̣ titled ה׳גו׳כזיפח “[A selection of] Ḫaǧ̄e Ḥaf̄ez”̣ (fol.
r) not found in standard editions, followed by a quatrain.53

• MS.  (ENA ), another collective manuscript, dated ? [Iran],  leaves.
Paper (light beige); heavily stained; .×. cm, which in fol. r–r contains a
vocalized Judeo-Persian transcription of a gȧzal by Ḥaf̄ez,̣ entitled סיפחהנוכילז״גןיא .54

• MS.  (ENA ), a Haggadah, containing Hebrew and Judeo-Persian texts, dated
th century [Iran],  leaves. Paper (dark beige); water damage; ruled with ruling
board; fol.  bound upside-down; .×. cm. Contains in fol. r a Judeo-Persian
transcription of a gȧzal by Ḥaf̄ez,̣ entitled ׳טפחלז״ג .55

• MS.  (ENA ), a collection of rabbinic narratives and Jewish Iranian tales, dated
th century [Iran],  leaves. Paper (beige and blue); extensive damage; different sizes;
ca. ×  cm. In fol. r-r and r/v contains three gȧzals by Ḥaf̄ez,̣ titled ׳טפאחלז״׳ג at
the front matter.56 MS.  (ENA  b ), a mixed Judeo-Persian and Persian col-
lection, dated th cent.? [Bukhara],  leaves. Paper (thick, beige); water damage;
.×. cm. In fol. r–v contains a Judeo-Persian imitation of a famous
poem by Ḥaf̄ez.̣ Furthermore it contains a Judeo-Persian rendering of a qası̣d̄e in
form of bah ̣r-e tạvıl̄ by Zeynabı ̄ Samarqandı ̄ (fols. r–r), as stated in the heading

ידנקרמציבניזומליבטירחב , imitating a famous poem by Ḥaf̄ez.̣57

Beside the occasional selections or single Judeo-Persian rendering of Ḥaf̄ez ̣ poems within the
miscellanea, there are also a remarkable number of survived copies of the whole Dıv̄an̄ of
Ḥaf̄ez.̣ Moreen mentions four copies of Ḥaf̄ez’̣s Dıv̄an̄, kept at the Jewish National and Uni-
versity Library, Jerusalem.58 The enlisted manuscripts are MS. HEB. °, possibly from the
th century, MS. HEB. °, dated to the th century and MS. Heb. ° as well as MS.
HEB. °, both from the th-th centuries.
Putting aside the main texts contained in the manuscripts for a moment, though they cer-

tainly deserve an independent investigation, I want to take a closer look at two manuscripts

50Moreen, Catalogue of Judeo-Persian manuscripts.
51ENA=Adler-Stroock/Stroock-Adler Collection, acquired by JTSA.
52Moreen, Catalogue of Judeo-Persian manuscripts, p. . The following details are taken from her catalogue.
53Ibid., pp. , .
54Ibid., pp. , .
55Ibid., , .
56Ibid., , .
57Ibid., , .
58Moreen, ‘Reflections on a Judaeo-Persian Manuscript of Rūmı’̄s Mathnavı’̄, p. .
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of Ḥaf̄ez’̣s Dıv̄an̄ from rather a different point of view, using another kind of data available,
namely the notes, colophons and material traces left by patrons, scribes, owners, and readers.
Investigation of these sometimes arbitrary paratextual elements may allow us to reconstruct
different facets of the production, circulation, and consumption of these manuscripts. In this
perspective, the most interesting manuscript among the Judeo-Persian Ḥaf̄ez ̣ manuscripts
from various collections is without doubt the manuscript HEB. °.

Ms Heb. °

MS HEB. ° is a th century Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ with the heading תמחרטפאההגאכןאויד
מאלסלאהילעהאלא in  pages and the format of v cm, is written on Western paper

(inside watermark date ) and holds decorative motives of bote-gěgė (curved-top Cedar
designs), flanked by two motives of Ḫoršıd̄-Ḫan̄ūm “Lady Sun” on the initial page (fols.
v-r, Fig. ). The manuscript comprises eighteen multilingual folios (v to r) at
the end of the manuscript, directly after the closing phrase בתכלאתמת , which are mostly
secundo manus and relate to the various owners. The marginalia and back matter are in Heb-
rew, Judeo-Persian, Persian, and two ‘Indian’ scripts, and comprise selections of poetry and
personal notes. The notes and selected poems added at the end of the manuscript give an
interesting impression of the cultural background of its owners, and the geographical and
intellectual exchange of the Judeo-Persian manuscripts of this genre. Among others the
monaḡǎt̄-nam̄e ascribed to ʿAtṭạr̄, described as רוטחוכרדמאלסהילעאצומתרזההמאנתאגאנמ /
monaḡǎt̄-name h ̣azṙat mus̄a ̄ ʿalayhe salam̄ dar kuh̄-e tụr̄59 “The intimate conversation of
Moses, peace be upon him, in Mount Ṭūr” (fol. r, Fig. ). Evidently the scribe uses
the title of ʿAtṭạr̄’s masṉavı ̄ from ʾElah̄ı-̄nam̄e “Book of the Divine”, referring to the biblical
Moses narrative. However, according to my knowledge, the poem is not to be found within
the canonical collections of ʿAtṭạr̄’s works. The scribe reveals his identity by using the title

ריעצ “young”, usually used for means of false humility by great Rabbis:

…תנש…רופלאוואב…רשאריעצ…ראגדאידנאמב]…[תךןיאםנאמנןמרג/ראגזוריארבזאםתשיונ.מת

“Finished! [I’ve] written for the sake of vanity, this script […] will outlive me and remain as my
commemoration, [written by] the young man, who […] Bavalpur […] Year […]”.

The poetic formulation here is a well-known cliché of Persian colophons. Unfortunately,
the year and the name of the scribe are illegible, but not of less importance, the location of
the then-owner of the manuscript is clearly stated: the princely state of British India Baha-
walpur in the Punjab province, today Pakistan. Bahawalpur state was founded in  CE by
the Muslim Navab̄ Ṣad̄ıq̄ Muḥammad Khan̄ ʿAbbas̄ı ̄ I (–). The town and sur-
rounding region, specially the neighbour historic city of Uch (Uuch Sharıf̄ “Noble
Uch”), which came under the control of the Bahawalpur princely state in , is known
for its Ṣūfı ̄ affairs and contains numerous tombs of prominent pır̄s.60 Uch is also closely con-
nected with Sayyed Ǧalal̄ al-Dın̄ Boḫar̄ı,̄ known as Sorḫpūš (/–/), the

59Written monaḡat̄-name ḥazrat mus̄a ̄ ʿalayhe salam̄ dar kuh̄-e tụr̄.
60For the Sohravardıȳa order in Uch cf. Hasan Ali Khan, Constructing Islam on the Indus: The Material History of the

Suhrawardi Sufi Order, – AD (Cambridge, ), pp. –.
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renowned Central Asian Ṣūfı ̄ mystic, who migrated from Bukhara to Uch in –,
under Mongol rule. He was a Ṣūfı ̄ saint and missionary and a follower of Baha-̄ʾod-dın̄ Zak-
arıȳa ̄ʾ (/–/), Ṣūfı ̄ saint, scholarm and poet who established the Sohravardıȳa
order of Baghdad in medieval South Asia.61 Another note (v) mentions also Multan, a
city and capital of Multan Division located also in Punjab, today Pakistan. Like the nearby
city of Uch, hosting a large number of Ṣūfı ̄ shrines, Multan was also a ‘City of Saints’,
attracting congregations of Ṣūfı ̄ mystics from the th and th centuries onwards. The
note (fol. v, Fig. ) mentions a certain Rabbi Reuben Cohen ןהכןבואר in Multan.
Here again the title ריעצ “young” is used for false humility, which suggests that the
owner of the manuscript was a great Rabbi and probably a high-ranking community leader:

ןהכןבוארריעצד"עק"תתנשרייא’הןאתלומרדדושהתשיונ

“Written in Multan, th of Iyar  (April th ), the young Reuben Cohen”

The notes at the end of these manuscript here show remarkable connections to both
major Ṣūfı ̄ orders of Neʿmat-ollah̄ı ̄ (mostly in Deccan)62 as well as Sohravardıȳa (in Punjab).

Fig. . Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Ms. Heb. °, Fols. v-r. Courtesy of The National
Library of Israel

61Amina M Steinfels, ‘The Travels and Teachings of Sayyid Jalal̄ Al-Dın̄ Husayn Bukhar̄ı ̄ (–)’ (PhD
Dissertation, Yale University, ), p. .

62Ǧavad̄ Nūrbaḫš, Pır̄an̄-e tạrıq̄at [The Spiritual Guides of the Path], Motūn-e ʿErfan̄ı ̄  (Tehran,  []),
p. .
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Interestingly enough, the manuscript contains two notes in two different ‘Indian’
scripts (fol. r, Fig. ). The first line seems to be in Landa, an old italic that was com-
mon in what is now Pakistan and is the basis of the script of the second note below, which
could be an italic Gurmukhi (for Punjabi) or Khudabadi script, the pre-Arabic script for
Sindhi. It shows clearly that at a certain time the manuscript was in circulation among

Fig. . Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Ms. Heb. °, Fol. r. Courtesy of The National Library
of Israel
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Persian-speaking Ṣūfı ̄ Jews in the region of Punjab, where Ṣūfı ̄ connections were already
present.
Furthermore, beside the mention of the Bahavalpur in Punjab there are numerous other poems

written both in Persian and Hebrew scripts which are signed as هاشیلعدیزا/هاشیلعدیز /
ze yad-e ʿAlı-̄Šah̄ / az yad-e ʿAlı-̄Šah̄ “[written by the] hand of ʿAlı-̄Šah̄” (fols. r, v,
r-r). The scribe’s name recalls again clearly the honorific titles of the masters of
the Neʿmatollah̄ı ̄ Ṣūfı ̄ order. One of the cited poems (fol. v) bears a date, which is not
very eligible, but eventually can be read as ۱۲۱۱هنسنابعشهدخیرات “the date of th (?) of
the Šaʿban̄, of the year  [AH]”, corresponding to th February . Just to give an
impression of the colourful variety of the poems noticed at the back matter of the manu-
script, I render one of the very last ones in Persian script (Fig. ) which bears the

Fig. . Detail from the Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Ms. Heb. °, Fol. v.

Courtesy of The National Library of Israel

Fig. . Detail from the Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Ms. Heb. °, Fol. r.

Courtesy of The National Library of Israel
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aforementioned date, namely the two opening verses of a gȧzal by the Persian poet of Turk-
ish origin Molan̄a ̄ Badr-od-Dın̄ Helal̄ı ̄ Ǧaġatah̄ı ̄ (ca. –/–):

“So cruel and merciless is the heart of my
beloved,

تسنمناناجهکلدنیگنسومحریبنینچنیا

How could they have mercy with my
bereaved Heart-sore?

تسنمناجربهک]یغاد[زادزوسوالدیک

O sincere friend and faithful minister! In
vain you advise me to forget them,

وزارادربلدهکییوگیمهدوهیباحصان

I am the one obeying the command of my
heart; when was my heart obeying me?”

تسنمنامرفبلدیکملدنامرفبنم

Helal̄ı,̄ a faithful representative of the classical Persian poetry in Ḥaf̄ez’̣s poetry style was
well-known in Ḫoras̄an̄ and Central Asia. The mystical contents of his works, specially
his masṉavı ̄ of Šah̄-o darviš (also called Šah̄-o geda)̄ “the King and the Dervish/Beggar”
made him an admired poet, even outside of the Persian-speaking boundaries.63 Mentioning
his poems here suggests not only the circulation of this manuscript, but also the likely place
of its production in north eastern Iranian regions. The scribe, the same aforementioned
ʿAlı-̄Šah̄, added an interesting note to the cited poem as follows (Fig. ):

.دنرآتدای،دنرگنتطخیزورهناهبنیدبهکدیاش،راذگبراگدایهب،سیونبطخناتسودباتکتشپرد
هاشیلعدیزا

Write a note at the back matter of the friend’s books, leave them there as [your] commemor-
ation, let’s hope that by its mean, oneday s/he will look at your note and remember you. Written
by the hand of ʿAlı-̄Šah̄.

The close and friendly relationship between Iranian Muslim Ṣūfıs̄ and their Persian speaking
Ṣūfı ̄ Jews is evident.

Ms Or. 

The last known complete Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez ̣ belongs to the rich collection of the
Judeo-Persian manuscript collection of British Library.64 Ms Or.  contains  gȧzals,
alongside of other poems including the Saq̄ı-̄nam̄e. The th century manuscript is dated
to  of the Hebrew calendar (corresponding to  CE) and is written in  folios
(+  unfoliated paper flyleaf at the end) in quires of mostly  leaves each, with a page
size of  x mm (written area  x mm).65 It has a fragile brown and black leather
binding (post-) with Islamic end bands and spine piece from leather and tidemarks at
edges and stains within the text block from liquid and usage. It has a uniform layout with
 written lines per page in Persian semi-cursive script of the th century and larger square
initials. The manuscript contains marginal notes and additions, as well as catchwords (rekab̄e)
on every verso. It was purchased from its former owner S. J. A. Churchill by the British
Museum on  February . Though in general there is a lack of information regarding

63Jirí̌ Becǩa, ‘Tajik Literature from the th Century to the Present’, in History of Iranian Literature, (ed.) Jan
Rypka (Dordrecht, ), pp. –.

64However, several folios unfortunately are missing, whereas the opening and last folios are there.
65For complete descriptions cf. George Margoliouth, ‘Persian Hebrew MSS. in the British Museum’, The Jew-

ish Quarterly Review / (), p. ; Glyn Munro Meredith-Owens, Handlist of Persian Manuscripts –
(London, ), p. ; George Margoliouth, Catalogue of the Hebrew and Samaritan Manuscripts in the British Museum,
 Vols (London, –), vol. , p. , no. .
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the production and circulation of Judeo-Persian manuscripts, Or.  fortunately has an
extant colophon. The complete colophon (fol. v, Fig. ) reads as follows:66

∴
םת

ראגזורדייארבאתןיאםתשונ

ראגדאידנאמבט׳כםנאמנןמ

יראגדאידנאמנהכסכןאז

יראמשרדגרמספדייאנ

תמחריזאריש׳ט׳פאחִהגא׳כארעושלאִךלמת׳פרעמזאבאתכהתסִגו׳כןיאדושםאמת

(sic) ריקחריק’פדילע אריצילטצתהתנשלוליאםוא׳חהיבנש׳הזוררדהיילעהאלא

׳א׳כרוחבהרקיהחאהתהִגזאילומםהרבא׳מ׳ההשמןירתמכהדנבתעא׳טבלא

רבוהדננא׳כרבוהדנסיונרבדאבךראבמהכדימואִגא׳כבי’כדרומ׳מ׳הלאכימ

.היוללהםלועדעוהתעמהלסחצנןמאבאתכבחאצרבו

.דאידנוכידמחלאבארבתאכהכדאבןארבןאדזיתמחרןירק
∴Finished!

I wrote this so when the time comes,
When I will not remain, this script will remain as commemoration;
All those, who don’t bequeath any commemoration from themselves,

They won’t be remembered after they death (lit. they won’t be counted any more).

Fig. . Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ Ms. Heb. °, Fols. v-r. Courtesy of The National
Library of Israel

66Margoliouth, op. cit.; the colophon without any translation is only partly rendered there.
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[Writing down of] this auspicious book of the poet laureate, the venerable Haf̄ez ̣ of Shiraz, requi-
escat in pace, is finished on Thursday, the th of [the month of] Elul of the year  of the cre-
ation of the world, by the hand of this poor fellow of scanty means, the most humble
lowly servant Moshe […?] Abraham Mulı ̄ (?) for the sake of his dear brother, the young man,

Fig. . Closing Page and the Colophon of the Judeo-Persian Dıv̄an̄ of Ḥaf̄ez,̣ MS OR. , fol. v.

Courtesy of The British Library
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Mika(̄e)l […?] Mordechai […?], in the hope it brings prosperity upon the scribe, and upon the
reader, and upon the owner of this book, peace and eternity from now on, and forever, hallelujah.

May the one who would remember the scribe by reciting an ʾal-Ḥamd [=the Fat̄ih ̣a] be loaded
with God’s mercy”.

Not even if the colophon reveals the place of the production of this manuscript unfortu-
nately. Though, it contains some valuable stylistic information. The colophon has a fair
mixed Hebrew-Judeo-Persian vocabulary. Both names of the scribe and the owner,
which manuscript was written either as a commission or as a gift are in place. A certain
Moshe Avraham has copied the Dıv̄an̄ for a Mika(̄e)l Mordechai, who is addressed in Hebrew
as רוחבהרקיהחאה “dear brother and young man”. It is remarkable that the scribe hoped for a
certain merit by coping the Dıv̄an̄ in his closing prayers by uttering the wish for eternal peace
and prosperity for himself as well as the owners and readers of the manuscript. Though, such
closing prayers are not surprising, by having them here in Hebrew formulation, rather than the
expected Judeo-Persian, it seems that the scribe saw a kind of ‘religious’ or maybe better to say
‘spiritual’ merit in fulfilling his task. He refers to himself with humble and traditional devo-
tional formula of self-abasement as ןירתמכהדנבתעא׳טבלאריקחריקפ “the poor and insignificant
lowlyservant” ( faqır̄ hạqır̄ al-bazȧ ̄ʿ at bande-yekamtarin),whichdenotes acertaincommitment to the
general Ṣūfı ̄milieu.Using the very last formula of remembering the scribe by reciting a ʾal-Ḥamd
(referring to the first sur̄a of the Quran, al-Fat̄ıh̄ạ), traditionally recited in Muslim funeral services
and by each recalling the name of the belated ones, signifies a deep acculturation of Iranian Jewry
into the Islamicate Iranian environment and most specifically into its scribal traditions.

Conclusion

One more aspect that could not be treated here is certainly the relation between Jewish Kabbala
and mysticism to Iranian Muslim Ṣūfism. It is fair to suppose that the preoccupation with Jewish
kabbalistic issues was a fact that cannot be neglected by talking about the Iranian and Persian-
speaking Jewish tendencies towards the influence of Persian Ṣūfı ̄ literature. The lack of any sys-
tematic study of the manuscripts regarding this issue is a serious desideratum, which still must be
undertaken. In the lack of any certain knowledge regarding either kabbalistic groups arose within
the Iranian Jewish community or less conceivable influence by the European Hassidic streams,
though, it can in so far be observed, that such a relation between the two mentioned metaphys-
ical movements could indirectly be promoted by the popularity of the aggadic and halakhic Mid-
rašim among Iranian Jewry and within Judeo-Persian literature.67 Persian-speaking Jews were
able to adopt the dominant Ṣūfı ̄ symbolical language and terminology alongside its mystical ele-
ments in the expression of their own, Hebrew Bible-derived, theology and philosophy.

SHERVIN FARRIDNEJAD

Freie Universität Berlin
s.farridnejad@fu-berlin.de

67On this issue cf. also Netzer, ‘Judeo-Persian Communities ix. Judeo-Persian Literature’, most specifically the
section “Kabbala and mysticism”.
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